
Supporting the teen in identifying what works for them - give them a voice
Not being treated like a child
Being trusted; being asked for input
Possibly researching other teen’s input on the experience, or the need for the 
port access (youtube, peer support, community)

Developmentally able to comprehend more complex information thus you can 
provide more accurate information such as what is happening in their body 
which requires a port and port access 
Provide information to your teen as equal decision makers 
Emphasize the need, severity, how important this is. The port access is not the 
choice but there are other choices which can be available

Port Access 

The why & language

Need port accessed once a month, every two weeks, etc.

Being honest - looping them in as soon as it is scheduled, and informing them 
on what the schedule will be and why 

Support in autonomy and allowing them some responsibility by encouraging to 
add the appointments to their calendar along with other school work and 
activities 

preference for a parent/caregiver to be in the room or preference to be 
alone
checking in about specific coping tools or choices they feel will be best for 
this appointment 
check if preference for information throughout (what step of procedure are 
they on) or preference for no information 

Provide opportunity for control as well as autonomy and independence when it 
is time for the appointment:

Can be sitting propped next to parent or sitting alone on bed.  If sitting alone 
ensure body is in comfortable, relaxed position - leaning against back of chair or 
bed, body propped up comfortably, distraction items easily propped or 
accessible 

Deep breathing 
Watching something on iPad or phone 
Holding someones’ hand/stress ball
Buzzy or light scratching above site
Engaging in conversation 

Practice

Providing Warning

Appropriate Choices

Positions for Comfort

Distraction

Teen (12 - 18 years)

COPING PLAN
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